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What did you think about Camp? 

• Rachel Hall: I really liked camp this year and especially liked program. I also really liked 
the camp fire time when we had it. the only complaint I can think of right now is that for 
y times I noticed that there wouldn't be enough spaces for everyone to do something and 
that would mean someone would have to give up what they wanted to do for something 
else. I don't think that was fair for those people and it also took a long time.  

• More spaces at Gaga 
• Mitchael, really fun, first year; not enough space at Gaga 
• Matt Dublynn, pretty good, good time with music, first year, good experience, Randy was 

pretty cool, good bunk mates, I could care less about Y-Time because I played guitar the 
entire time 

• Laurie Bush: often left with 3 choices that didn’t fit me. Cool to pass sign-ups around 
during program or lunch. Make sure there’s at least one non-athletic activity with plenty 
of space. 

• Jocilyn: one of the better years. Program was great. Michael did a great job. I liked the 
idea of having a camp fire. Good to hang out and chill with friends. Truddies are silly 
when we’re all hanging out together on the quad. Sometimes can’t find 2 other people 
who will leave an activity and I really have to pee.  

• Alex: I liked it this year. I had a good time. 
• Eliana: Camp was really good this year. The healing service was a lot better than last 

year. I like the camp fires, but it felt like it was only 5 minutes, 2 nights. Kiss the fish 
wasn’t emphasized that much … Not a lot of people were being called out for PDA, need 
to make sure we’re calling out everyone equally.  

• John: I think the counselors and Y-staff were very good this year, but I don’t really have 
any bad part, there wasn’t much wrong, it was pretty great.  

• Kirsten: Wednesday was a good night. Scheduling was a lot better, time to get places, 
didn’t feel like we had to rush during Kastle time. Music time was good. A lot of people 
were frustrated with the truddies…didn’t feel it was necessary for high schoolers. Need to 
explain why we have certain rules to help people understand and respect it more. Y-
times…wished I could play tennis more. Meal times, we had one time to sit with siblings, 
but otherwise it wasn’t publicized very well.  

• Consider making lunch mixed age groups all week.  
• Meredith: Good and powerful. Really enjoyed the healing service. I connected with a lot 

of people.  
 
Favorite Thing: 

• Michael: Gaga 
• Jocilyn:  Hi-Y on Weds. Mega Eucharist is awesome, and all the camps together is cool. 
• Matt: Music 
• Laurie: Hi-Y, sunsets 
• Alex: Hi-Y 
• Eliana: Campfire after Hi-Y, s’mores / Y-Times, time to hang out with friends 



• John: Food 
• Kirsten: Senior Service, liked more than Mega Eucharist, more personal, could hear 

better 
• Meredith: canoeing and program 

 
#1 Thing done differently 

• Kirsten: Rules…explain reasons for the rules, we’d get more acceptance. 
• Laurie: Some rules it’s okay to expect people to suck-it-up and deal with it, but kids who 

aren’t on youth commission don’t know the reasons. They are the ones who complain the 
most about it.  

• Matt: I enjoyed everything. Some of the rules I didn’t really get.  
• Alex:  
• Eliana: Not EVERYTHING needs to be explained, some are self-explanatory 
• John: E-staff is more active in the y-times 
• Mitchael: Explain the rules 
• Jocilyn: Yup, explaining the rules would be good. 
• Meredith: Closer bond with my cabin … cabins are so big, other half of the cabin is really 

distant, didn’t even know their names. We didn’t do highs & lows at night.  
• Jocilyn: could we have shower time during rest time? Can we hang out with anyone 

during rest time? Maybe on porches?  


